The structure of the superdeformed (SD) mass region, A~ 100-140 is re-studied using a direct approach based on the rotational energy formula E (I, K). The variation of the kinematic 
Introduction
Since the experimental discovery of the first superdeformed band (SD) in a fast-rotating nucleus 152 Dy [1, 2] , a large number of super deformed bands have been observed in the mass regions A~190, 150, 130 [3, 4] , 80 [4] [5] [6] and 60 [7] . The super deformation in the mass region A~ 100-140 is specially of great interest [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] due to the poor study of these SD nuclei theoretically. The broad feature of this SD mass region is that, for most of its bands, the dynamic moment of inertia ϴ (2) exhibits a smooth decrease as the rotational frequency ħω increases. Unfortunately, the only available spectroscopic information for SD bands is γ-ray transition energies [19, 20] . This is due to the difficulties in observing discrete transitions linking the SD levels and the normal deformed (ND) ones [19] . The value of the spin can only be calculated theoretically because of the insufficient and poor availability of experimental data for the spin of the rotational bands. Several methods have been proposed [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] to determine the spins of SD bands. These methods are classified into direct and indirect approaches for determining the spin of SD bands. In the present work, a simple model which belongs to the direct approaches is used where the rotational energy, E rot (I, K), depends upon the spin, I, and the projection of the angular momentum along the symmetry axis, K. The extremely close coincidence in the γ-ray transitions between certain pairs of bands in different nuclei [37] leads to the discovery of the identical bands (IB's) phenomenon which may be characterized by incremental and spin alignments [38] [39] [40] . The properties of the SD mass region 190 have been studied via the IB's phenomenon by Stephens et al. [39, 40] and it was found that the alignment values lie between 5 . 0  and it takes a value close to zero for approximately identical transition energies. Using the same procedures as that given by Stephens et al. [39] , we will investigate the alignment between the nearly IB's appeared among the considered SD bands. The aim of the present work is to calculate the lowest spin "I f " of fifteen SD bands in the mass region 100-140, the values of the incremental alignment and spin alignment for the IB's exist among the considered ones, to verify Stephens's law of alignment. Also, the success of this approach in some regions of the periodic table [34] [35] [36] motivated us to prove its validity in another region of it. Section 1 of this study is the above introduction, in section 2, the theoretical framework used to assign the lowest spin I f of the considered fifteen bands in the A~100-140 SD mass region is presented. It also gives the formulas required to determine the incremental and the spin alignments. The results and discussion of the data obtained by making use of such approach are given in section 3. The results for the spins of the considered SD bands are found to be satisfactorily good. The transition energies of these SD bands were calculated with the aid of the assigned spins and the results found to be quite good. The incremental and spin alignments of the ISDB's were analyzed and discussed in this section. Finally concluding remarks are presented in section 4.
Theoretical Framework
In the current approach, the rotational energy E rot (I, K) is given in terms of the rotational angular momentum as follows [36, 41] 
Where, ϕ is the moment of inertia. This equation can be written more generally as a
....
(2) Where A=(ℏ 2 /2ϕ), B and C represents the higher order inertial parameters to be determined. The total energy for SD band is given by [36] :-( , ) ( , )
Where "E 0 " is the bandhead energy of the suberdeformed band.
Using Eq. (3), the transition energy from level "I+2" to level "I" takes the form [36] : A successful determination of the K-value and/ or the spin of the SD band are the main goal of such approach because they calculate the energies of the considered SD bands. The angular momentum is also estimated for such considered SD mass region 100-140 in our previous papers [42, 43] using other theoretical approaches and the present results seem to be relatively good.
To ensure from the calculated spin (I 0 ) was another check done as follows: if "I 0 " shifts away from the accurate value by ±1, rapid shift can be observed in the root mean square (r.m.s.) deviation (σ) which is given by [25, 43] ,
exp.
Where "n" is the total number of γ-ray transitions included in the fitting. "σ" as used before in previously published papers [36, 43] and by others [25, 44, 45] was chosen to fit because the experimental error bars in determination of the level energies are used not reported in the literature [25, 44, 45] . The spin values of all 15 SD bands can be determined just once the value of the lowest spin "I o " is known. It is obvious that this fitting technique is quite easier and straightforward than that using Harris formula [31, 42] . In this work, the incremental alignment Δi and also the spin alignment i(ω) are calculated by using the same expressions given in a previous work by the author [36] and another work [39] , these are:-
E reference band E considered band i E reference band E reference band
Δi, ΔI and i (ω) are referred to the incremental alignment, spin differences and spin alignment, respectively.
Results and Discussion
Another feature of the SD mass region 100-140 is that E   smoothly increases with spin I so both the kinematic  (1) and dynamic  (2) moments of inertia must decrease with spin I where  (1) in most cases must be greater than  (2) . In order to assign the correct value of the lowest spin I f or Kvalue,  (1) and  (2) 
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The above figures shown that there is a certain spin below which the normal behaviour of the kinematic  (1) and dynamic  (2) moments of inertia is reversed and the relation between them becomes uncomprehensible. Such certain spin is the socalled lowest spin I f of the superdeformed band which is found to have the same value as "K" for the ground state β and γ-bands. Thus, in the present work, we can take the K-value for the SD band as the value of the assigned lowest spin or the base line spin of that band. The γ-ray transitions in the 15 SD bands observed in A~100-140 mass region with the aid of the adopted values of "K" was fitted by Eq. (4) and the results are encouraging. The higher order inertial parameters A, B are obtained using the search method [46] , to fit the γ-ray transitions with their experimental ones. This method is succeedingly carried out for the considered fifteen SD bands. The lowest spin assignments for the fifteen SD bands, the corresponding fitting parameters, the available experimental data [19] and our previous results [42, 43] are shown in Table (1) . One can easily see from this table that our present results for the band head spin are relatively satisfy their available experimental ones than that obtained in our previous papers [42, 43] . Tables (2-9) illustrate the results for the γ-ray transitions of the considered fifteen SD bands, where their experimental data (labeled Exp a ) are taken from Ref. [19] and their calculated ones (labeled Cal b ) are carried out using two fitting parameters (A and B) given in Table (1) . "σ" is the root mean square deviation value calculated from Eq. (5) [44] .
From Tables (2-9), it can be seen that the calculated γ-ray transition energies Eγ are in good agreement with their available experimental ones. This ensures that the estimated value of "K" as shown in Figs. (1-15) is to great extent acceptable. Furthermore, the calculated Eγ values are in abetter agreement with the corresponding experimental data than the corresponding values [42, 43] . This emphasizes that the present simple approach is more appropriate for describing the rotational spectrum in each SD band in the mass region 100-140 than other approaches [42, 43] .
The assignments of spin for the considered SD bands make us to calculate and compare the values of the alignment i (  ) and the incremental alignments Δi of the IB's [19] exist among the considered SD bands, as shown in Figs. (16, 17) , respectively. One can easily see from Tables (2-9) that when the difference in the mass number ΔA=0, as in the case of ( 148 Eu (b2) vs 148 Eu (b1)), the spin differences ΔI in these IB's are just (zero). In this case, Figs. (16, 17) show that the alignment i(ω) and the difference in Δi (incremental alignment) are both around (zero). This emphasizes the fact that the alignment originates only when the difference in mass numbers ΔA equals non-zero. Ce(b1) is assumed as considered band. The incremental alignment Δi as shown in Fig. (17) , ranges from (-0.17 to 0.03) while the spin alignment i(ω) is around (0.5) as shown by Fig.  (16) . These results for the incremental alignment Δi and the alignment i(ω) agree the relation:
purvey proof consolidating the consideration of quantized spin alignment in units of (ℏ/2) [47] previously suggested by Stephens et al. [39, 40] . Moreover, the results of the present investigation for the spin alignments lead to the so-called natural alignments, where odd A-nuclei such as  moments of inertia on the rotational frequency ℏω. Most of the calculated γ-ray transition energies are in a good agreement with their corresponding experimental ones rather than that obtained before with other approaches [42, 43] . The good results obtained here for the spins and γ-ray transition energies E γ indicate that the expansion parameters (A and B) are well determined and the direct method employed here is more suitable to use than others. For the identical bands IB's (twin bands) that exist among the considered SD bands, the alignments for most of these identical SD bands tend to be quantized in units of (½) ℏ or ℏ [40] . The agreement between the lowest spin and the assumption of quantized alignment in unit of (ℏ/2) emphasizes the superiority of using the present direct approach than others. The alignment (i) for ΔA=0 also emphasizes the suitability of using this direct method in representing the 100-140 mass region.
